Local teachers support

Luis Sánchez
“Local classroom teachers strongly support Luis Sánchez for School Board. **Luis fights to keep kids away from gangs and off the streets.** As a community leader, he helped create after-school, mentoring, and sports programs that give kids opportunity and make schools safer.”

Claudia, Middle School Teacher

“Local high school teachers strongly support Luis Sánchez for School Board. **We need new leaders and new solutions on the school board.**”

Jennifer, High School Teacher

“Neighborhood teachers strongly support Luis Sánchez. As an educator, parent and community leader, Luis Sánchez is committed to reform our schools and **provide students with a 21st century education.**”

Nayeli, 1st Grade Teacher

“Local classroom teachers strongly support Luis Sánchez. Luis is a reformer who has championed **creating strong neighborhood schools that put students in smaller, more personalized settings, so they get the education they need to succeed.**”

David, 1st Grade Teacher
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Join neighborhood teachers on March 8th

VOTE LUIS SÁNCHEZ TO CHANGE LAUSD